
Tree Biomechanics – the intersection 
of biology and engineering

Large trees provide the majority of 
benefits for properties in terms of 
value and aesthetics. The downside 
of mature large trees is that they can 
shed branches or their branches break 
in storms. Over the past decade there 
has been a lot of research on how and 
why trees fail. Our goal is to identify 
conditions that may predispose to 
branch failure so we can correct the 
problem before failure occurs. 

One of the most common tree failures 
we see is co-dominant stem breakage. 
Co-dominant stems are forks in the 
main stem of the tree that result in 
two or more large branches. Research 
on these junctions has revealed that 
they are only half as strong as a trunk 
without a fork. Sometimes these 
junctions have bark trapped within the 
junction. This “included bark” weakens 
the junction even more. A crack at the 
union indicates that the junction has 
started to come apart. 

The best 
way to avoid 
co-dominant 
stem failures is 
to prune the tree 
while it is young or 
of medium age to improve its structure. 
With “structural pruning” we select 
the strongest, most centrally located 
branch to become the “leader”. Other 
branches competing with the leader are 
removed or reduced in length. 

Research has found that when branches 
are reduced in length for this purpose, 
at least two-thirds of the length needs 
to be removed. If less is taken out, the 
branch will usually re-sprout and begin 
competing with the leader in a few years. 

If structural pruning is not done while 
the tree is young, often the only option 
is to install a support cable between 
two or more co-dominant stems. These 
cables limit the movement of the stems 
and are very effective at reducing the 
risk of failure. 
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A common cause of tree failure 
can be avoided with appropriate 

structural pruning.  

Boxwood blight is caused by the 
non-native fungus Calonectria 
pseudonaviculata and has been in the 
news in North America since 2011. 
American and English boxwood 
(Buxus sempervirens) are most 
susceptible to this disease whereas 
many Asian species of boxwood, 
and hybrids with Asian parents, 
are generally more 
resistant.  

The disease causes black spots to 
form on leaves, along with elongated 
black lesions on twigs and stems. 
Rapid defoliation (in a matter of 
weeks) soon follows the initial 
symptoms of infection. Boxwood 
blight is commonly introduced into 
landscapes on infested nursery 
stock. Spores of pathogen can 
easily stick to shoes, clothing, 
and shearing/pruning tools, so the 
disease can be easily introduced 
during routine maintenance. New 
outbreaks commonly occur following 
shearing plants in summer.

There are several ways to prevent 
boxwood blight. If adding boxwood 
to the landscape, “heal-in” the new 
plants in an area of the property 
remote from existing boxwood 
plantings. Observe them for a 
growing season to ensure they 
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The annual Huntington Fall Festival 
in Huntington Village, New York, is 
a wonderful family event with crafts, 
rides and games. Bartlett’s Farmingdale 
office has participated as a corporate 
sponsor for a few years now. It’s a great 

MARCH
Begin to uncover and remove protective wraps 
as temperatures warm

Prune out dead canes from roses

Have a soil sample done to assess soil fertility 

Plant new trees and shrubs as soon as soil is dry 
enough to be worked 

Assess desiccation injury as plants come out of 
dormancy

Have plants checked for overwintering scale 
insects, mites and aphids – treat as needed

Monitor for newly hatched fall cankerworm and 
winter moth larvae eating plant buds

APRIL
Begin spring deer management applications

Keep plant protection coverings nearby in case 
of late-season freezing temperatures

Prune out dead and damaged tree branches

Address soil fertility needs

Pest monitoring from March should continue

Inspect for lace bug on azaleas – treat as needed

Inspect for gypsy moth – treat as they hatch and 
begin to feed

Begin foliage disease management

Boring insect suppression treatments should 
begin 

Pre-bloom orchard sprays to fruit trees 

Remove guy wires and rope from fall-planted 
trees to prevent girdling

MAY
Prune early spring blooming shrubs and trees 
after flowers fade

Start tick treatment of yard perimeters and trail 
edges

Crape myrtles should be checked for aphids and 
treated as needed

Have fruit on apple trees thinned to 8” apart  
if needed

Continue foliage disease management and 
boring insect suppression treatments

Timely Tip: 
Be careful to avoid nicking the trunks of trees 
with lawnmowers and weed trimmers
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We love community events!

are disease free before planting near 
established boxwood.

Do not shear plants, especially during 
the growing season. Prune (not shear) 
boxwoods for managing size and shape 
during the dormant season. If boxwood 
must be pruned during the growing 
season, disinfect tools between 
plants. Boxwood blight spores are 
easily spread by sprinkler irrigation, 
so drip irrigation or hand watering is 
recommended. 

If boxwood blight develops on a 
landscape, remove severely diseased 

Fun with trees
Put up a birdhouse this spring 
Many bird species will use a birdhouse. Bluebirds, 
purple martins, house wrens, chickadees, tree 
swallows and house sparrows are some common 
ones. Visit nestwatch.org to find out which birds nest in 
your region and habitat (https://nestwatch.org/learn/
all-about-birdhouses/right-bird-right-house/).

To attract specific birds, select a house that meets their 
particular needs. Requirements include selecting a 
proper house design with the right size entrance hole 
and hanging the house at the right height to attract 
the birds you want. It is also important to pick an 
appropriate location that is hard for predators to reach.

Boxwood blight (Continued from page 1)

plants. Fungicide treatments are 
available to protect new infections on 
remaining plants. Once introduced 
into a landscape, the causal fungus 
can survive in the soil for years, so 
fungicide treatments must be applied on 
an ongoing basis to protect plants from 
infection. 

opportunity for us to visit with the 
community. Arborist Representatives 
Nicholas DiLollo and Whitney Lewis had 
a great time interacting with attendees 
and answering questions about tree 
care. They distributed more than 300 

trees and also had plenty of 
Bartlett “super” capes for 
kids to enjoy. The Bartlett 
Model T, one of the original 
Bartlett vehicles, got lots of 
attention and started many 
conversations. A great time 
was had by all!
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History
There are a variety of birch species common in landscapes, 
including the native river birch (B nigra) and paper birch 
(B papyrifera), as well as several species of European and 
Asian origin such as European white birch (B pendula) 
or Himalayan birch (B utilis). Many people recognize the 
distinctive bark of birch trees, which is marked with long, 
horizontal lenticels. The bark can be separated into papery 
sheets, especially bark from the paper birch. 

Culture
77 All birch species are fairly shallow rooted, and perform 

best in acidic organic soils 
77 Many have a weeping form and tend to have fine 

extended branches that are prone to ice or snow damage  
77 Moderate to high water-use trees; most tolerate limited 

periods of soil saturation, but are not well adapted to 
drought stress  

77 Birches are sensitive to certain micronutrient deficiencies 
that lead to discoloration and abnormal leaf growth

Concerns
77 The bronze birch borer is a common lethal pest, causing 

top dieback and eventual mortality
77 Birch leafminer and aphids are also pests of birch foliage  
77 Micronutrient deficiencies are common

Bartlett Management Practices
77 Mulch to moderate soil temperature and conserve soil 

moisture  
77 Perform Root Invigoration® to enhance performance 
77 Micro-cable support systems for fine branches as 

warranted in areas with snow and ice  
77 Treat for aphids and leafminer
77 Systemic treatments for  

bronze birch borer

WONDERS OF NATURE   
Cauliflory

        Groves of old beech 
trees still exist because 
the wood is so tough early 
loggers skipped them.

We expect to see flowers and 
fruit on a tree’s new growth 
and leafy shoots. However, 
there are some trees that 
grow flowers and fruit directly 
on their trunks or main 
branches. This trait is called 
cauliflory, and the plants are 
cauliflorous.

Cauliflorous plants are found primarily in tropical regions. 
There is one such plant, however, with which North 
Americans are familiar, the redbud tree.

In case you wondered, the vegetable cauliflower is not 
cauliflorous!

TREE FOCUS:
Birch (Betula spp.)
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The United States National Arboretum 

Compliments of

Less than 15 minutes from the Capitol Building in Washington, DC, is the 
446-acre US National Arboretum. A public garden, research facility, and 
urban green space, the Arboretum has collections of azalea, bonsai, boxwood, 
dogwood, dwarf conifer, fern, holly, and magnolia, as well as perennial 
gardens, a national herb garden and a grove of state trees.

In case you need more to inspire a visit—in early spring the Azalea Collection 
blooms across hillsides planted with 10,000 azalea!

The Arboretum also has an active plant research 
component, and has released more than 650 

new plants that now live in gardens across the 
nation. 

To learn more about the Arboretum, please 
visit www.usna.usda.gov. The Friends of the 
National Arboretum also have a helpful web 
site for visitors, www.fona.org.

Stop by and see us!
Bartlett participates in shows and 
events across the country throughout 
the year. Here are a few this spring:

April 21–22 at Leesburg Flower & 
Garden Festival in Leesburg, Virginia

April 26 at New York Cooperator 
Show in New York, New York

April 28–29 at Calvert County High 
School in Annapolis, Maryland

May 2 at New Jersey Cooperator Show 
at the Meadowlands, New Jersey

Get ready! Nature’s alarm 
clock is ringing. Trees and 
shrubs are waking up!




